SPIRAL DYNAMICS VALUES SYSTEM (from Chapter 5 in The Emerging Church by Bruce Sanguin)

- **Archaic/Survivalist Values System**: search for water, food, and shelter; primarily survival instinct
- **Tribal Values System**: loyalty to tribe; collective; obedient; magical beliefs
- **Warrior Values System**: self-expression; aggression/impulsiveness; egocentric focus; warlords/domination
- **Traditional Values System**: law and order; order and purpose; ethnocentric outlook; polarization into right and wrong/good and evil
- **Modernist Values System**: self-oriented; rationalistic; no inherent limits; liberated; democracy; scientific worldview; achievement/competition
- **Postmodernist Values System**: world-centric; empathy and sensitivity; justice, peace, and ecological concerns; egalitarian and pluralistic
- **Integral Values System**: enlightened self-interest; sees the whole; recognizes the validity of each values system; inner-oriented; no hierarchies; flexibility and flow; individual creative expression
- **Mystical Values System**: unified whole; collective mind; self-distinct but part of evolving whole; everything is connected

Tier 1:
- Tier 1
- Tier 2

- **100,000 years ago**: Emerging
- **50,000 years ago**: Tier 2
- **10,000 years ago**: Tier 1
- **300 years ago**: Tier 2
- **150 years ago**: Tier 1
- **30 years ago**: Tier 2
- **2000**: Emerging